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Abstract. One-Shot methods have evolved into one of the most popular
methods in Neural Architecture Search (NAS) due to weight sharing and
single training of a supernet. However, existing methods generally suffer
from two issues: predetermined number of channels in each layer which
is suboptimal; and model averaging effects and poor ranking correlation
caused by weight coupling and continuously expanding search space. To
explicitly address these issues, in this paper, a Broadening-and-Shrinking
One-Shot NAS (BS-NAS) framework is proposed, in which ‘broadening’
refers to broadening the search space with a spring block enabling search
for numbers of channels during training of the supernet; while ‘shrinking’
refers to a novel shrinking strategy gradually turning off those underper-
forming operations. The above innovations broaden the search space for
wider representation and then shrink it by gradually removing underper-
forming operations, followed by an evolutionary algorithm to efficiently
search for the optimal architecture. Extensive experiments on ImageNet
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed BS-NAS as well as the state-
of-the-art performance.
Keywords: Neural Architecture Search, One-Shot, Channel Number
Searching, Search Space Shrinking
1 Introduction
Deep learning methods have achieved great success in different machine learn-
ing tasks. However, most classical architectures and efficient components re-
quire domain experts to spend a lot of time and energy on continuous trials
and errors. Neural Architecture Search (NAS), which formulates architecture
modifications as a search problem, has become an active topic recently. Early
works [36,2,24,37,26,33,25] achieve successes by using reinforcement learning and
evolutionary algorithm, but they do suffer from substantial resource consumption
and time costs. Consequently, many of the subsequent works focus on methods
that reduce this computational burden.
Some recent approachs [24,4,3,20,5] focus on weight sharing strategies, with
One-Shot being one of them, in which an over-parameterized supernet compris-
ing all candidate architectures from a predefined search space is trained, and in
the consequent search process, architectures inheriting weights from this super-
net are evaluated and selected without training from scratch.
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Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed BS-NAS framework. The green dots in the left fig-
ure represent optional operations in the ‘broadened’ search space incorporating search-
able channel numbers, the gray dots in the middle figure represent operations being
eliminated, and the small cube in the right figure represents the ‘shrunk’ search space
on which an evolutionary algorithm is applied to search for the optimal neural archi-
tecture.
Despite significantly speeding up the search process, One-Shot NAS methods
have always been plagued by its stability and weight coupling. We delve into the
One-Shot methods and speculate that the ranking correlation between architec-
tures inheriting weights from the supernet and fully trained stand-alone ones
is less satisfactory. The boundaries between superior and inferior architectures
are unavoidably blurred, and performance is averaged due to non-discriminatory
weight sharing. In addition, Li et al. [19] take a Bayesian perspective to infer that
the gap between true parameter posterior and proxy posterior increases with the
number of models contained in the supernet. While empirically, the wider the
search space in the initial period is, the more chances there are to search for
better models.
On the other side, the design of the search space forms a key component
of neural architecture search. Previous methods [5,7,23] have incorporated the
convolution type, kernel size, expansion ratio, network depth and other efficient
modules (e.g. Squeeze-and-Excitation [17]) into the search space of the supernet.
As pointed out in the recent work of EfficientNet [30], carefully balancing network
depth, width, and resolution can lead to better performance. However, to the best
of our knowledge, most existing One-Shot methods use manually predetermined
numbers of channels during training. Since the number of output channels in the
current layer is correlated with the number of input channels in the next layer,
it remains an intractable problem in One-Shot framework.
To address these issues, we propose a novel Broadening-and-Shrinking One-
Shot NAS with searchable numbers of channels (BS-NAS), as illustrated in Fig-
ure. 1. We break the conventional form that the number of channels in One-Shot
method is artificially predefined and propose a supernet with searchable channel
numbers. We further study the Inverted Residual Block of MobileNetV2 [27] and
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infer that, to achieve the optional number of channels, the numbers of output
channels of the candidate blocks in the same layer must be an explicit value.
While such number of output channels depends only on the last linear point-
wise convolution, and has nothing to do with the depthwise convolution which
assumes the most important feature extraction. Based on this observation, we
divide the network into several clusters and introduce a spring block which can
flexibly adapt to different numbers of channels without disrupting the stability
of the network. Then a novel step-shrinking strategy is proposed to effectively
mitigate model averaging effects and facilitate search for optimal architecture.
After a period of training, operations densely scattering on the supergraph are
layer-wisely sorted and eliminated step by step. Only those operations that con-
sistently perform well can survive the gradual elimination. Finally, an evolu-
tionary algorithm is applied to efficiently search for the optimal architecture on
the shrunk supernet. It is worth mentioning that the above process is not lim-
ited to the MobileNetV2 framework and can be easily extended to other neural
structures.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose a crafty spring block to broaden the search dimension of One-
Shot methods, which enables search for number of channels during supernet
training, and further enriches the representation of the search space.
2. We propose a novel step-shrinking strategy to gradually eliminate those un-
derperforming operations so as to mitigate model averaging effects and fa-
cilitate search for optimal architecture.
3. Combining the above two strategies with an evolutionary algorithm, we pro-
pose a Broadening-and-Shrinking One-Shot NAS (BS-NAS) framework. Ex-
tensive experiments on ImageNet dataset illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed BS-NAS as well as the state-of-the-art performance.
2 Related Work
2.1 Neural Architecture Search
Neural Architecture Search(NAS) aims to generate a robust and well-performing
neural architecture by automatically selecting and combining different basic op-
erations from a predefined search space according to some search strategies.
Early works focused on reinforcement learning (RL) [36,2,24,37] and evolution-
ary algorithm (EA) [29,26,33,25]. These works search on proxy task, candidate
architectures are trained stand-alone, the performance of which on the proxy
task is used to evaluate the actual performance. However, such methods are
both time-consuming and computationally expensive, especially on large-scale
tasks (e.g., ImageNet).
2.2 One-Shot NAS
To save resource and time, some recent works [24,4,3,20,5] draw attention to
weight sharing approaches, i.e., One-Shot NAS. These methods first construct an
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over-parameterized network(also named supernet) that comprises all candidate
models, in which architecture weights are trained and shared among different
components or models. The supernet is trained once. SMASH [4] and ENAS [24]
require a hypernetwork or an RNN controller to help generate models. Bender et
al. [3] train the supernet that comprises all candidate paths, and sample models
by randomly zeroing out paths. DARTS [20] introduces a real-valued architecture
parameter for each path to convert the discrete search space into a differentiable
one, then jointly train both architecture parameters and weight parameters. The
aforementioned works significantly speed up neural architecture search, however,
they suffer from the large GPU memory consumption issue and hence only af-
ford small-scale tasks, like CIFAR. To save the GPU memory, ProxylessNAS [5]
binarize the architecture parameters and sample only two paths to train in each
update step.
More recently, Guo et al. [13] propose a single path One-Shot approach,
which can be regarded as the extreme way of One-Shot. It gets rid of architec-
ture parameters, and only a single path randomly sampled from the supernet is
updated in each step of optimization. After training, an evolutionary algorithm
is used to select optimal model. Consequently, it is more flexible and affordable
to train and search directly on large datasets(eg., ImageNet). FairNAS [8] fol-
lows the single path pattern and complies a strict fairness for both sampling
and training to alleviate the rich-get-richer phenomenon. ScarletNAS [7] in-
troduces Linearly Equivalent Transformation(LET) to enable variable depths,
while retaining training stability and accuracy. AtomNAS [23] takes advantage
of MixNet [31] and further expands to searchable channel proportion of Mix-
Conv in an end-to-end form. PC-NAS [19] proposes the posterior fading issue of
the weight sharing methods, and introduces a shrinking strategy which guides
the proxy distribution to converge towards the true parameter posterior. The
difference between PC-NAS and our work is that PC-NAS shrinks the search
space layer by layer and finally converges to only several choices of model, while
we gradually reduce the remaining number of operations of each layer in a si-
multaneous manner which makes the contracted supernet still retain a relatively
large amount of models.
In conclusion, the above single-path methods are constantly evolving and
expanding search space dimensions like kernel size, type of conv, expansion rate,
network depth, except for the immutable block channel numbers. Our method
releases the block channel number to be searchable and proposes a novel step-
shrinking training strategy to benefit nerual architecture search.
3 Methodology
In this section, we introduce the proposed approach BS-NAS in a detailed man-
ner. We first discuss the necessity of channel search as well as its potential
obstacles, and define the search space of our supernet from three dimensions:
kernel size, expansion ratio and channel number, in Section. 3.1. Then, based on
the supernet constructed in the previous section, we propose a step-shrinking
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training strategy to deal with the model averaging effects brought by the broad-
ened search space in Section. 3.2. Finally, an evolutionary algorithm is adopted
to search the optimal architecture on the shrunk supernet in Section. 3.3.
3.1 Searchable Channel Number
Necessity and Obstacles The number of channels in neural network models
plays an important role on the performance of the model. Too many channels
could cause model redundancy which reduces model efficiency, and even leads
into model overfitting. Contrarily, too few channels are not enough to extract
sufficient amounts of discriminative features to fully exploit the potential of the
model. Since each layer of the neural network needs to config its number of filters,
the problem has exponential complexity as the network goes deeper. These issues
become especially prominent on mobile devices which have limited computation
resources and tight power budgets. Conventional model construction techniques
require domain experts to explore the large design space trading off among model
size, speed, and accuracy, which is usually suboptimal and time-consuming.
Some recent works deal with the problem by channel pruning [15,14] or model
adaption [34,10]. Such methods usually start with a well-trained neural network
model and depend on the weight correlation between different channels on the
same layer. It remains a challenging task to search the number of channels in con-
volutional layers during network designing and training, as the number of output
channels in the current layer is correlated with the number of input channels in
the next layer. Guo et al. [13] propose to utilize a special convolutional kernels,
the weights of which (max c out, max c in, ksize) are preallocated. Different
numbers of weights are sliced out according to the actual needs in current train-
ing step, and the optimal number of channels is determined in the evolutionary
step. However, they get the best result by running channel search on the best
searched model, which can be seemed as a two-stage way. In the proposed ap-
proach, we absorb the process of channel search into the training of supernet,
and address it in an end-to-end style.
Revisiting Inverted Residual Block Our search space is based on the Mo-
bileNetV2’s inverted residual block [27]. The inverted residual block contains two
pointwise convolutional layers and one depthwise convolutional layer. The first
pointwise convolution enlarges the channel number with a expansion ratio to
boost the feature diversity, and then the depthwise convolution, which assumes
the most important role, calculates the former features to get deeper features
in a lightweight way. The last pointwise convolution gathers the features and
shrinks to a suitable channel number, without non-linear activation.
Fig. 2 shows a simplified network stacked with two inverted residual blocks,
C represents the channel number of input or output, K represents expansion
ratio. The left part depicts a conventional MobileNetV2 combination, where the
output channel number of the first block C1out should be equal to the input
channel number of the second block C2in. When the number of channels becomes
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Fig. 2. The left half describes the two residual blocks stacked together in a Mo-
bileNetV2 [27] manner, while the right half describes the inconsistency of the input
and output between the two residual blocks when the search space contains the num-
ber of channels.
variable which means it has different choices x, there comes a contradiction that
C1out(x) CANNOT always be equal to C
2
in(x), as shown on the right part of the
figure. The principle is that when the output channel number of the previous
block is uncertain, it is impossible to build the next block. Thus, it is inevitable
that the number of the output channels C1out(x) must be a determined value. So
the key lies in two pointwise convolutional layers, namely the second pointwise
convolution of the first block and the first pointwise convolution of the second
block. The former transforms an arbitrary input channel number K1 × C1in(x)
of the first block to a determined output channel number C1
′
out, and the latter
transforms this C1
′
out to an arbitrary input channel number K
2 × C2in(x) of the
second block. That is, C1in(x) and C
2
in(x) can be searched, and the feasibility of
the supernet including different channel selections is also guaranteed.
When the supernet training and search is over and the optimal subnetwork
is obtained, the number of fixed output channels C1
′
out is adjusted to the selected
number of input channels C2in(x) of the next layer, so that it returns to the
normal structure of MobileNetV2 like the left part of Fig. 2. These adjustments
happen in the two pointwise convolutional layers. As stated in [27], the expansion
layer acts merely as an implementation detail that accompanies a non-linear
transformation of the tensor, while the bottlenecks actually contain all necessary
information. Another work [7] proves that the linear pointwise convolution can be
used for linearly equivalent transformation and maintain the same representation
power for stand-alone models when it is removed. Nevertheless, it is inevitable
to doubt whether the optimal network evaluated from the supernet still has the
ability to reliably reflect the performance of the adjusted network. We suppose it
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is capable, but obviously the less such adjustments the better. The corresponding
experiments are provided in Section. 4.3.
No. Input Operator k t c s
stem
2242 × 3 conv2d 3 - 32 2
1122 × 32 separable 3 - 16 1
1-2 1122 × 16 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (24, 32, 40) 2
3-6 562 × 40 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (40, 48, 56) 2
7-10 282 × 56 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (64, 72, 80) 2
11-14 142 × 80 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (96, 112, 128) 1
15-18 142 × 128 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (160, 192, 224) 2
19 72 × 224 bottleneck (3, 5, 7) (3, 6) (240, 280, 320) 1
tail
72 × 320 conv2d 1 - 1280 1
72 × 1280 avgpool 7× 7 - - - -
1× 1× 1280 conv2d 1 - n class -
Table 1. Channel Searchable Supernet: Each line discribes one layer or cluster with
several inverted residual blocks. The Input column is the input size of current layer or
the first block of the cluster. The forth and fifth row represent the kernel sizes k and
expansion ratios t, while the numbers in parentheses represent different choices. The
first block of each cluster has a stride s and all others use stride 1. The output channel
c is applied equally in the same cluster except the last spring block as discussed.
Constructing Channel Number Searchable Supernet The construction
of our supernet is based on the structure of MobileNetV2 as used in [5,8]. The
number of inverted residual blocks in the network remains unchanged at 19.
According to observations, the changes in the number of channels only occur
on the 1st, 3rd, 7th, 11th, 15th, and 19th blocks, and the remaining layers are
consistent with the number of channels in the previous block, forming six clus-
ters. We retain this way of stacking and only search for the number of channels
on these changing blocks, and the remaining blocks maintain a consistent rela-
tionship within the same cluster on the number of channels. At the same time,
in order to deal with the inconsistency of the input and output caused by the
channel search, the output channel number of the last block of each cluster is
redirected to a fixed value, as discussed above. We call this block spring block,
which means that it can flexibly match different numbers of channels. That fixed
value is eventually set to the maximum number of channels that each cluster can
choose to ensure that all choices will not cause information loss.
Following the previous methods [5,8,7], various kernel sizes (3, 5, 7) and
expansion ratios (3, 6) are also searched in every block. Besides, the choice of
newly added channel numbers varies between different clusters. The architecture
of the entire supernet is described in detail in Table. 1. We MUST emphasize here
that although all clusters are given three channel size options in our work just
for simplifying search space and relieving the training overload of the supernet,
it is obsolutely free and feasible to offer more options and there is no need
to maintain the same number of options between clusters. After the optimal
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network is searched from the well-trained supernet, the taut spring blocks are
released to turn into a normal one. The stand-alone model will then be trained
from scratch to achieve the final performance.
3.2 Step-shrinking Training
One-Shot Nas method is always plagued by the problem of weight coupling,
which causes model averaging effects and bias the performance evaluation of
stand-alone models, as identified in previous works [3,1,13,8]. To mitigate these
issues, Guo et al. [13] propose single path training with uniform path sampling
and Chu et al. apply strict fairness on path sampling. However, these methods
do not change the fact that, depending on the size of the search space, each
operation (block unit) in the supernet is shared with more than trillions of paths.
Besides, channel size is capable of being searched now, the exponential growth
of the search space makes the situation more serious, and also challenges the
convergence of the supernet. To address the problem, we propose a progressive
strategy to shrink search space which is named Turn-off OPerations (TOPs).
Alive operation Eliminated operation
G Top 4 Top 2
Step 1 Step 2
Fig. 3. Example of the shrinking process of an operational graph. Bright green pot
represents an operation which is active for training, red fork represents an operation
which is eliminated and will not be chosen in subsequent training. The next contraction
changes are based on the previous results.
We divide the training of the supernet into two stages. In the first stage,
single-path training is performed on all alternative operations. It takes Tf epochs
to achieve the second stage. The second stage consists of three shrinking steps,
each step separated by Ti epochs. Figure. 3 shows the simplified version of shrink-
ing process. Now imagine that the current supernet is a graph G, and each op-
tional operation is regarded as a small highlight on the graph. The size of this
graph is H×ON , H denotes the number of layers and ON denotes the number of
operations. Obviously, all points on the graph are alive before the first shrinking
step. At the beginning of the first shrinking step, a number of Nr ×M models
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Algorithm 1 Step-shrinking Training
Input: supernet S, graph of alternative operation G, layer number H, number of
operations ON , maximum retention number in each step Nr, the ith operation Oi,
multiple M , accuracy on validation set Top1 acc, importance ratio Ri, internal
between shrinking steps Ti, first-stage epochs Tf , model fetched from supernet m
Output: well-trained supernet in shrunk search space
1: Random initialization of parameters, Nr = ON
2: Train S(G) for Tf epochs with fair sampling
3: for epoch = Tf : Tf + 3Ti do
4: if mod(epoch− Tf , Ti) == 0 then
5: for 0 : Nr ×M do
6: Fetch one model m by fair sampling
7: Evaluate(Top1 acc,m)
8: end for
9: Sort({m}, T op1 acc)
10: Reduce Nr
11: for 0 : H do
12: Calculate(Ri)
13: Sort({Oi}, Ri)
14: Keep the top Nr operations {O1, O2, ..., ONr} with positive Ri
15: end for
16: Update G(Nr)
17: end if
18: Train(S(G,Nr))
19: end for
are fetched from the supernet by fair sampling, ensuring that each operation is
taken M times. Here, Nr represents the maximum number of operations keeping
bright in each layer, it is currently equal to W . These models are tested on the
validation set and then sorted by top-1 precision. Based on the sorted results
above, operations are sorted in each layer by the following formula:
Ri =
N topOi −N bottomOi
NOi
, (1)
where, NOi denotes the total number of occurrences of the operation Oi, N
top
Oi
denotes the number of occurrences in the top third of the models, N bottomOi de-
notes the number of occurrences in the bottom third of the models, and Ri is a
ratio which represents the ability of this operation to contribute to high-precision
models, the larger the value, the better. In particular, only the operations with
positive Ri will be considered for retention, unless there is no positive Ri, the
first one will be selected. Then, we reduce the maximum retention number of
Nr. The top Nr operations keep on and the remaining highlights are turned
off, which means they will not participate in later training. Subsequently, the
supernet trains Ti epochs on the updated graph to reach the second step, and
repeats the process of the previous step. The whole training process is illustrated
in algorithm. 1.
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Consequently, the search space gradually shrinks as Nr gets smaller by steps.
Only those operations that consistently perform well can survive the constant
elimination. Note that the final number of operations retained in each layer may
be less than Nr due to the condition that Ri must be positive and the channel
number choice of blocks in a cluster is limited by its spring block. Thus, the final
shrunk search space is much smaller than the initial one, as if the optimal model
is locked to a small area, which makes it easier to search for. More importantly,
the weight coupling is reduced after the inferior options have been eliminated,
and the model averaging effect is alleviated. In particular, both spring block
in Section. 3.1 and the shrinking strategy are not limited to the MobileNetV2
framework and can be easily extended to other structures.
3.3 Evolutionary Search
Following [13,8], an evolutionary algorithm is utilized to search optimal models
from the shrunk supernet. This process is not time consuming, as each model
obtained from the supernet inherits its weight and can be tested without fine-
tuning. It is also an efficient way to search in such a huge search space.
In our experiments, we set population size P = 75, max iterations τ =
20, and k = 10. For crossover, two randomly selected candidates are crossed
to produce a new one. For mutation, a randomly selected candidate mutates
its every choice block with probability ρ = 0.1 to produce a new candidate.
Crossover and mutation are repeated to respectively obtain 25 candidates, the
remaining amount is supplemented by random sampling. Unlike the works [13,3],
recalculation of the statistics of all Batch Normalization [18] operations is not
applied before the inference of a candidate model. Constraints on model FLOPs
(floating point of operations) are also used to generate appropriate candidates
throughout the search process.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experiments Setup
Dataset We perform all experiments on ImageNet 2012 classification task [11]
and randomly sample 50,000 images from the train set for validation (50 images
per class) during the model search. The original validation set is used as test set
to compare the performance with other methods.
Search Space Our search space is constructed based on MobileNetV2 [27] as
done in [5,8]. We remain the same amount of layers with standard MobileNetV2.
Our search dimension contains three directions: kernel size (3, 5, 7), expansion ra-
tio (3, 6) and block channel as discussed in Section. 3.1. Squeeze-and-Excitation
(SE) [17] is not included in our search space. So the size of the search space is
36 × 619, and the FLOPs of these models range from 209M to 812M.
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Training Details When training the supernet, we adopt a stochastic gradient
descent optimizer (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9. Linear warmup [12] within
first five epochs and a cosine learning rate decay strategy [21] within a single
cycle are applied with an initial learning rate of 0.045. The L2 weight decay is
set to 4 × 10−5. As discussed in Section. 3.2, the training process contains two
stages. The first stage takes Tf = 120 epochs, and the interval between shrinking
steps in the second stage takes Ti = 40 epochs. Thus, it takes totally 240 epochs
to achieve the shrunk supernet. The remaining number Nr is orderly set to (18,
9, 5, 3) and the test factor M is 200. Besides, fair sampling [8] is also applied to
ensure the training fairness. Extra data augmentations such as MixUp [35] and
AutoAugment [9] are not used because many state-of-the-art algorithms report
their results without them.
We use the same hyperparameters as the supernet to train stand-alone mod-
els. Note that unlike some recent works [7,23] that use a resource-consuming
batch size of 4096, all our experiments are done on two Tesla V100 GPUs and
the batch size is 512 with the assistance of NVIDIA’s mixed precision library
Apex. However, large batch size does help improve the performance in some as-
pects, like statistics of Batch Normalization layers and generalization. Therefore,
the performance might not be optimal.
It takes 10 GPU days to training the supernet including shrinking steps.
After that, the evolutionary search takes about 10 hours to search for the optimal
architecture.
4.2 Comparison with State-of-the-arts
Table. 2 shows the performance of our model compared with previous state-of-
the-arts. In order to make a fair comparison, we only list the results reported
without Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) [17] module or extra data augmentations
such as MixUp [35] and AutoAugment [9]. These techniques have been proven
effective by numerous experiments that can universally improve the performance
of the base model. However, here we focus more on the performance of the
network itself. Our BS-NAS-A achieves 75.9% top-1 accuracy, 0.8% and 0.6%
higher than Proxyless (GPU) [5] and FairNAS-A [8] under the same network
depth and basic blocks. Especially, BS-NAS-B achieves 76.3% top-1 accuracy,
surpasses all other models, including the latest work AtomNAS-C which takes
advantage of Mixconv [31] kernels. We must state here that, although our models
have slightly larger FLOPs than some methods, one main reason is that large-
scale datasets like ImageNet usually encourage wider or deeper models to achieve
better performance. And our method just realizes the search of channel numbers,
making it easier for the supernet to control the scale of the model to achieve the
best performance. In other words, our broadening-and-shrinking search space
could adaptively choose the model with appropriate scale based on the size of
the dataset.
The structures of BS-NAS-A and BS-NAS-B are shown in Figure. 4. Both
networks tend to encourage large channel numbers (i.e., select the maximum
channel number) in the last several blocks, especially for BS-NAS-B from the
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Model Parameters FLOPs Top-1(%) Top-5(%)
MobileNetV1 [16] 4.2M 575M 70.6 89.5
MobileNetV2 [27] 3.4M 300M 72.0 91.0
MobileNetV2 (1.4×) 6.9M 585M 74.7 92.5
ShuffleNetV2 [22] 3.5M 299M 72.6 -
ShuffleNetV2 (2×) 7.4M 591M 74.9 -
NASNet-A [36] 5.3M 564M 74.0 91.6
Proxyless (GPU) [5] 7.2M 465M 75.1 92.5
DARTS [20] 4.9M 595M 73.1 -
FBNet-C [32] 5.5M 375M 74.9 -
SPOS [13] - 319M 74.3 -
SinglePath [28] 4.4M 334M 75.0 92.2
PDARTS [6] 4.9M 557M 75.6 92.6
FairNAS-A [8] 4.6M 388M 75.3 92.4
AtomNAS-C [23] 4.7M 360M 75.9 92.7
BS-NAS-A (ours)∗ 4.9M 465M 75.9 92.8
BS-NAS-B (ours)∗ 5.2M 613M 76.3 92.9
Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-arts on ImageNet under the mobile setting. ∗
denotes searchable number of channels.
11th block to the end. This is mainly aimed to extract more effective features
by increasing the number of channels, thereby overcoming the information loss
caused by reduction of resolutions. They also share the same structure from
the 15th to 18th blocks, which strongly proves that our shrinking strategy can
effectively retain well-performing structures of an interrelated region. Note that
BS-NAS-B selects the maximum channel number in the first two blocks and
keeps the channel number after the first downsampling, which is a little bit
counterintuitive. It seems that increasing the number of channels in the first two
layers to get more information is more worthwhile than remedially increasing
the number of channels after downsampling.
4.3 Algorithmic Study
In this section, we perform a study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
broadening-and-shrinking manner. We randomly sample 20 One-Shot models
from three shrinking steps and normal training 240 epochs without shrinking
respectively, and evaluate these models on the ImageNet validation set without
recalculation of statistics for Batch Normalization. Top-1 accuracy distributions
of these four categories are illustrated in Figure. 5. As the shrinking step pro-
gresses, the accuracy distribution improves overall. This is not only because the
training epoch is increasing, but also because the search space is continuously
shrinking, which means that the remaining well-performing operations have more
opportunities to participate in training. In addition, with the same number of
trainings, models without shrinking have much lower accuracy than models from
the last shrunk search space, even inferior to models after the second shrinkage
with 40 epochs less training. It is further observed that the accuracy distribution
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Fig. 4. The architectures of BS-NAS-A,B. Dashed lines refer to downsampling points.
The stem and tail parts are omitted.
of models after the third shrinkage has a wider range from 58.2 to 62.3 on the
accuracy axis than the accuracy distribution of training without shrinking. This
indicates that our shrinking strategy effectively alleviate the model averaging
effects, which can better highlight the performance differences between different
models and help the final selection of the optimal model.
2
3
4
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7
8
48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64
F
L
O
P
s(1
e
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Accuracy(%)
First shrinking Second shrinking Third shrinking W/O shrinking
Fig. 5. Top-1 accuracy distribution of One-Shot models randomly sampled from three
shrinking steps and normal training without shrinking respectively.
Besides, we carry out an extreme experiment in which we set the final re-
maining number Nr to 1. Only one operation in each layer is retained, indicating
that there is only one model left, no search is required. We train this model from
scratch and get a decent top-1 accuracy 75.1%. Nevertheless, the result is 1.2%
lower than the search result of evolutionary algorithms, mainly because this ex-
treme model retains those operations that are statistically optimal, rather than
individual optimal. That’s why we keep the shrunk search space within a rea-
sonable scale.
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Fig. 6. Correlation of top-1 accuracies between stand-alone models and One-Shot mod-
els.
To analyze the correlation between stand-alone models and One-Shot models,
we sample 10 One-Shot models with different top-1 accuracies derived from the
results of evolution algorithm. Then we train these 10 models from scratch to
get the ranking, which is shown in Figure. 6. We notice that the accuracy gap
between stand-alone models and One-Shot models is close to 14%, probably
because the channel number search enriches the search dimension while at the
same time increases the difficulty of supernet convergence. Therefore, it is more
necessary to accelerate the supernet convergence by shrinking the search space.
In addition, the accuracy of the One-Shot models is nearly positively related
to the accuracy of the stand-alone models. A model that performs well in the
One-Shot framework still has excellent performance under independent training.
It demonstrate that the spring block does not break the correlation between the
One-Shot model and the stand-alone model, and the shrunk search space reduces
the weight coupling, thereby further improving the ranking correlation.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a Broadening-and-Shrinking One-Shot NAS (BS-NAS)
framework to enrich the representation of the search space meanwhile mitigate
model averaging effects. We propose a spring block to enable One-Shot algorithms
search for numbers of channels and a novel shrinking strategy that gradually
eliminates those underperforming operations during training of the supernet.
The above end-to-end process is not limited to the MobileNetV2 framework and
can be easily extended to other neural structures. Extensive experiments indicate
that our BS-NAS achieves the state-of-the-art performance on ImageNet dataset.
There exist many effective techniques like Squeeze-and-Excitation, MixUp and
AutoAugment in literature. As future work, we will manage to incorporate them
into our BS-NAS framework to further improve the performance, and validate
on more datasets.
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